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“HONG KONG’S GOT TALENT” PRELIMINARY CONTEST SUCCESSFULLY 

COMPLETED  

COMPANY STRIDING INTO NEW MEDIA BUSINESS 

This announcement is made by Silkwave Inc (the “Company”, together with its subsidiaries, the 

“Group”) on a voluntary basis to inform its shareholders and potential investors of the latest information 

about the Group.  

On 20 April 2023, the Company announced the establishment of Silkwave Smart Production Studio 

and collaboration with leading industry partners to produce the world-class reality talent show (the 

‘Show”) "Hong Kong's Got Talent" as its inaugural project, which aims to add to its multimedia service 

platform with content production for vertical integration. Today the Company is pleased to announce 

that the Show has successfully completed its Preliminary Contest for the Youth and Children’s Group 

held at Hong Kong Ocean Park, which saw over 300 groups of contestants aged 4 to 16 coming from 

backgrounds of Hong Kong, Mainland, Southeast Asia, Russia, India, UK and the USA. A number of 

the contestants have been selected to advance to the Semi-Final expected to be held in next February, 

in which they will have the opportunity to showcase their skills on a much larger stage to compete for 

entering into the eventual Final and win the ultimate "Hong Kong's Got Talent" Championship. The 

Preliminary Contest witnessed a wide variety performances comprising of singing, dancing, 

instrumental music, acrobatics, Kung Fu, magic, and more, which shows the abundant talent of Hong 

Kong's younger generation and highlights their creativity and vitality. Coming next is the even more 

competitive and exciting Preliminary Contest for the Adult’s Group, which is expected to be held in 

between December to January. 

The Semi-Finals for both Youth and Children's Group and the Adult’s Group are preliminarily set for 

February next year, and at the end approximately ten contestant groups will be selected to advance to 

the Final scheduled for August next year, which is anticipated to be broadcasted via the Hong Kong 

ViuTV channel, major web-channels, and the Company's mobile satellite channel to Hong Kong, 

Mainland, and Asia. 

During the on-going selection process, the Show will organize various public performances for the 

contestants selected for the Semi-Finals and Finals to embolden their experience, enhance their skills, 

and ensure their best perfected showing in the Final. 

As the Company continues seeking its path in the space of Internet, media, and entertainment, the "Hong 

Kong's Got Talent" has ushered a new era. It validates the Company's strategic layout of rooting in 

Hong Kong, connecting to the Mainland, and opening to the world in expanding broadcasting network 

into content production to create an integrated media communication and production platform. It also 
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gives momentum for the Company to stay ahead of the decentralized digital information dissemination 

in the Web3.0 era, in which the Company through its satellite-terrestrial converged network and content 

platform would deliver directly to smartphones, connected-cars, and IoT edge-devices much richer and 

diverse multimedia infotainment and stay closer to the mass-market audience while bringing new 

business opportunities and profits to the Company. 

THE GLOBAL IMPACT OF “GOT TALENT” 

It's important to note that the “Got Talent” brand is a highly popular global talent show phenomenon, 

having captivated audiences in 69 countries since its 2007 inception in the UK. Recognized by the 

Guinness World Records in 2014 as the longest-running reality show, “Got Talent” has become a 

cultural cornerstone, giving rise to numerous international stars and transforming ordinary individuals 

into superstar performers. 

We appreciate the continued support of our shareholders and look forward to sharing more success 

stories in the near future. 

The Company will update shareholders of any material development as soon as applicable. 

Shareholders and potential investors are advised to exercise caution when dealing in the Shares 

of the Company. 
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